
Manual Visual Inspection Systems
For particles and cosmetic defects.

 ʨ Accurate and rapid inspection of syringes, cartridges, vials
and ampoules, filled with liquid or powdered/lyophilized 
products
 ʨ Meet all global standards for visual inspection systems,
including those of the World Health Organization, United 
States, European and Japanese pharmacopeias
 ʨ CE certificated
ʨ Non-glare black and white background
ʨ Utilities: 220 VAC, 1 phase, 50 Hz
ʨ Two (2) fluorescent lamps (3766 Lux at 200 mm)
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MIH-DX

ʨ Dimensions: 673 mm (W) x 616 mm (H) x 544 mm (D)
ʨ Stainless steel enclosure
ʨ Adjustable position angle
ʨ Courtesy side shield

 Advantages of MIH-DX 
+ Better light conditions due to side shields
+ Available with tyndall light which tends to easier

accentuates glass defects such as cracks, stones and
chips

MIH-PORT

ʨ Dimensions: 673 mm (W) x 554 mm (H) x 506 mm (D)
ʨ Black anodized aluminum construction
ʨ White base with padded elbow rests

Advantages of MIH-Port 
+ Compact handling and storage - foldable and portable
+ Elbow rests for operator's comfort
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MIH-1

ʨ Dimensions: 1524 mm (W) x 1410-1820 mm (H) x 965 mm (D)
ʨ Extruded aluminum frame and black plastic panels
ʨ White Corian® work surface
ʨ Adjustable side trays or tub

 
e holders (syringes)

ʨ Ergonomic lift system with adjustable height range of
30 to 46 in. (76 to 117 cm) for standing or sitting inspection 

 Advantages of MIH-1 
+ Electrically operated lift mechanism to raise hood 16"

to facilitate ergonomic sitting and standing positions
+ Side shields for better light conditions

MIH-LX

ʨ Dimensions: 699 mm (W) x 518 mm (H) x 445 mm (D) 
ʨ Black finished aluminum construction
ʨ Sensor verification of hand (and container) in the

inspection zone with programmable inspection/pacing 
time
 ʨ White base with padded elbow rests

 Advantages of MIH-LX 
+ Height adjustable lighting and background
+ Equipped with timer, two LED indicator lamps, two

position sensitive infra-red photoelectric sensors, one
alarm buzzer, one "Timer Reset" button and an
operator interface panel


